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spring peepers
crooning
starlight

pale disk 
moongiant floats 
pastel horizon
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child at pond’s edge 
every moment 
a haiku

caught in the bramble bush: 
wide-eyed child 
afraid to move
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their soft voices 
at water’s edge 
burbling streamlet

each sparkle
a thousand water-movements 
spring-time stream
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poised
above
new

leaves
rain
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this cold, grey rain 
hiding
in spring’s back pocket

passing the hedge row 
the sudden flutter 
of unseen birds
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over and over
the same three chords
his amp on “10"

spring breeze 
a flutter of yellow ribbons 
welcome home
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amid cherry blossoms 
a teacher stalks 
with a bullhorn

laughing child 
shaking the tree 
petals in her hair
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cosmetics catalogs 
in the afternoon mail 
her sunlit eyes

spring yard sale: 
the prom gown’s 
torn hem
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a million wishes

at the bottom of the well 
sparkling

blackbirds tearing through 
a veil of mist 
spring evening
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low-flying swallows 
weaving the dying light 

into darkness

“moon over the ruined castle" 
the old sensei’s 
meditation

!
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pocketful
of

petals
ring

around
the

moon
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waiting still 
for company 
only the moon

l

orange moon— 
and the fireflies 
arrived tonight!
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stars beyond stars 
across the night sky— 
this little poem
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a galaxy above .. 
but this firefly 
in my hand!

the hum of generators 
the silence of the moon
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snapping off the radio
discovering
birdsong

setting off laughter 
when I wish my Irish friend 
“a happy Fourth”
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windchimes following me 
around the bend 
bulldozers
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Baltimore Summer

a warm gust
the windowshade scrapes the sill 
awakening

boys pitching pennies
against the brick
red begonias in a windowbox

down narrow streets 
the arabs'
cry

sunlight diffused 
through yellowed shades 
the sounds of traffic

their creased necks gleaming 
men in undershirts 
brush away flies

while moths collect 
around the streetlamp 
a beer on the stoop

barefoot women leaning 
into gossip
the moonglow of marbie steps
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adult laughter
through painted screens
children in bed strain to hear

heat lightening floods rooftops then
rain
raising oil on the streets

a distant siren 
invades cool dreams 
and moves on
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crashing
through underbrush 
the scent of blackberries

sharing the trellis 
honeysuckle and roses— 
their scents entwined
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this morning 
behind the door— 
those little shoes!

leaning on the corner 
stop sign 
in the tall grass
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pitching pennies 
these long afternoons 
each one the same

kids on bikes 
screaming 
just to scream
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a clover quivers 
beneath the weight 
of a honeybee
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even before clouds: 
the silver undersides 
of leaves

racing thunderheads to the picnic grounds
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scent of blossoms
heavy
in the throat

haiku in the morning: 
the breakfast dishes 
forgotten
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a bird
flies
hover

the gulls’ cries 
falling
between the waves :
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in all this blue
only the sailboats
and these gulls, begging

scritch scritch scritch 
the boy digging sand 
as deep as deep
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Bay Shoreline

even those trees seem blue- 
all this water 
all this sky

left behind for us 
smooth white shells 
along the shore

sailboats the length 
of a blue horizon 
seagulls scoop the air

tips of wings 
dipping, turning 
wavelets break below

wrinkled fingers and toes 
a bucketful of shells— 
the motorboat’s wake

low sun
the back seat full of children 
fast asleep
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from the scarecrow’s shoulder 
a blackbird 
survey’s the field

barefoot farmer 
passing heavy-laden vines 
her apron full of eggs
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late summer heat 
cattails explode 
along the water’s edge

picking mulberries 
at dusk, our hands purpling 
in the waning light
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first day of autumn 
three extra loads 
at the Laundromat

marching tail-to-toe 
to the reed-edged pond 
family of ducks
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the silent gliding 
of geese: shimmers 
rattle in their wake

moving as one ... 
a flock of starlings 
circles the twilight
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pond’s surface mirrors 
a falling leaf— 
then shatters...

first cold snap 
summer’s water freezes 
inside the hose

.
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third story window 
an old woman watches 
the migration of birds

pressing against 
frost-covered panes— 
so much blue sky
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the feel of the telegram
In my hands
as he waits for the tip

their colors faded: 
old photographs

old lies
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the brush of whiskers 
when we kiss 
my first-born son

nestled amid dry leaves 
along the roadside 
empty Bud Light can
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a glint of straw 
spun into gold 
October sun :

bent and broken 
trees form a God’s Eye 
in the copse
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autumn field 
barren
but for the crows

in the deepening dusk 
fish gulp
the old pond’s surface
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deserted pumpkin patch 
behind the house 
a smiling jack-o-lantern

leaning against 
old tombstones 
the wind

.
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this deer skull 
in the wood — 
it’s teeth still intact!

held captive
by the life in their eyes
roadside deer
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late to class again 
the tug
of the full moon

clutching the pen 
she fights
arthritis and writer’s block
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Requiem

far corner of the yard 
the ground so hard 
the spade bends

as dusk closes in 
the child lays a marigold 
on a tiny backyard grave

in the morning 
warm rain falls 
yesterday’s tears

l
his empty cage 
the food bowl 
still full
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caught in bare branches 
the green
of an empty soda bottle

distant street rumble 
that scrap I needed 
in the morning trash
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;; long unused purse

at the bottom
the funeral head-covering
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an illness in the family 
the bottle of sake 
remains unopened
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paperboy finishing at dawn 
a scrap of newsprint 
flaps in his spokes

wafer of moon in the afternoon sky 
recalling the taste 
of the host on my tongue
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beneath the tires 
first snow tonight

beneath a snow sky 
blackened slush 
lines the street
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Christmas shopping 
he tests a samurai sword

jingle bells
adjusting the yarmulke 
beneath his Santa hat
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after the mall
relaxing with TV:
the home shopping channel

pumping gas at the self-serve 
ice cold metal 
one with my hand

.
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the familiar smells 
of Grandma’s house: 
stale cigarettes and vodka

wind
eaves
dreams
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Consumer Reports— 
two copies on top of 
Emily Dickinson

his vacant eyes 
the shelter 
full again
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even tears freeze 
this bitter wind

pulling my coat tighter 
I pass a woman 
praying in her car
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the gold anklet 
catches her stocking: 
a tragedy

the sheets 
so cold until 
you ...
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everything in the street— 
a naked baby doll 
winks at the sun

in her party bag
two candy hearts: “luv me”
“I’m yours"
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Ibeneath a leaden sky 

the weight of late winter snow 
on blackened boughs

:
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snowman ...? 
only his hat 
on the grass .
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Cathy Drinkwater Better has been enjoying and writing haiku since 
her high school days, and began publishing Japanese poetry in literary 
journals and anthologies in the U.S., Canada and Great Britain in 1989, 
when her haiku, “the moon tonight..appeared in Frogpond. Since then, 
her work has appeared in Modern Haiku, Brussels Sprout, Inkstone, Bare 
Bones, Lilliput Review, Black Bow, Haiku Headlines, Haiku Quarterly, Point 
Judith Light and others. She also enjoys writing haibun and tanka.

Her work has appeared in such diverse publications as Reader’s Digest, 
the Baltimore Evening Sun, Baltimore’s Ciy Paper, and Humpy-Dumpy. 
Since 1991, she has been a regular contributor and advisor to Fighting 
Women News, a national magazine for women interested in the martial 
arts.
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In 1984, Cathy began writing a weekly humor column for the 
Communiy Times and the Randallstown News in Maryland. It later ap
peared in a number of other newspapers, and in 1995 Acme Press 
published Don’t Hit Your Brother With Your Mouth Full, the first collection 
of the columns.
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